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Sometimes you just want the
players of the club you support to
‘Stand up and be counted!’ as the
colloquial saying goes!

Well, Tuesday night I thought
the Seasiders, to a man, did
exactly that, down to 10 men
with just 25 minutes gone,
against the leagues inform side
who sit second in the table.
Yes, the Seasiders are top, but
the club has respect for those
sides up there chasing us, we
believe we are a good side that
has been five years in the
making, but we also believe
those on our heels are also

good sides!

This game had no league points depending on it, but it did have massive kudos going to the
winners and both sides desperately wanted to win this one, not for bragging rights, but to put
a marker down for others that said ‘We are here and we are not going away!’

A good sized crowd, slightly over 300, were inside the ground from the start, when we met on
the opening day there were 452 inside the Goldstar, so that has to say something about the
support the two clubs have. On the same evening Bostik North AFC Sudbury and Bostik



Premier side Needham Market
attracted 222 in the same
competition at the Wardale
Williams Stadium.

At 4pm the Seasiders had a
massive problem when Danny
Crump reported in (to the
medical centre) with a gashed
knee, but Kevin Holland
stepped up to replace him and
ended the evening the hero of
the hour! Stow’ had a few injury
problems themselves but

neither manager would use that
has an excuse for their sides
performance with Miles Powell
sitting the game out alongside
Josh Kerridge

The game was a bit cut & thrust
early on, Nick Ingram fired just
wide at one end and Dave Cowley
fired straight at Holland at the
other when well placed. Cowley’s
through ball almost put in Billy
Clark and a terrific run from

Chaplin got him into the Stow’ area
before he was crowded out as play
continued end to end through the
opening 20 minutes.

Ingram picked up a yellow card in
the 14th minute for something he
said to the referee and Ingram, on
a yellow card put his foot through
the ball when pulled up by the
referee’s whistle five minutes later
with the referee showed great man
management by raising a yellow followed by a red. The score at the time was 0-0, so not
time wasting, which is what I thought the yellow card should be for and there were half a
dozen balls on the half way line at the 4th official’s immediate disposal, so no time wasting
there???



The decision changed the whole
outlook of the game, galvanising
the Seasiders who then produced
possibly their best football of the
season, not in pure football terms,
but as a team determined not to
concede. Unfortunately, they did,
Billy Clark drilling home from the
edge of the area after the
Seasiders had only half cleared a
dangerous cross. Fortunately, it
only levelled the score after Joe
Francis had fired the Seasiders in
front from the penalty spot after the
referee awarded a penalty for

……?

The expected onrush from the visitors didn’t come after the break and while they had the
lion’s share of possession, the home side matched them in chances created and in
Matthews, Chaplin and Wiggins had three players that cancelled out the man advantage
Stow had with their work rate and effort.

The main point of debate came in
the 72nd minute when Sheridan
Driver went to head clear as former
Seasider Luke Read attempted to
kick the ball, catching Driver
across the face and doing some
serious damage to his nose. There
was no intent from Read but it did
constitute dangerous play and he
joined a list of others who were
cautioned for far lesser
infringements.

Angelo Harrop drove an effort just wide of Holland’s right hand post and Mayhew always
posed a threat but was never given the opportunity to pull the trigger as the Seasiders saw
the game out and take it to penalties.

Cometh the hour, cometh the man, Kevin Holland saved Stowmarket’s first two penalties to
deny Mayhew & Ottley-Gooch while Stuart Boardley & Scott Chaplin established a two goal
advantage with their efforts. Stow’ got it back to 3-2 before Kye Ruel stepped up and with a
cool head put the Seasiders in the next round with a cool finish, with Holland the hero with
those first two saves.



Speaking to Kevin and Watty the
morning after the night before, Kev
said “We always knew last night
was going to be a tough game, I
thought we started the game very
well and were defensively strong
against a dangerous attack. The
nature of the sending off was
hugely disappointing but thankfully
didn't change the end result. The
rest of the squad rose to another
level and at times it was hard to tell
which team only had 10 on the

pitch. We kept our shape very well and frustrated Stowmarket by limiting their opportunities.
Going to penalties is always a lottery but two fantastic saves from Kev Holland and four
clinical finishes gave the squad the result their performance deserved.

Another fantastic turnout from the
fans who helped lift the squad
throughout  the game, Felixstowe
is a great place to be at the
moment and we now turn our
attention back to the League on
Saturday for another important
three points!"

Watty added "First of all
disappointed with the sending off,
Nick has obviously apologised to
us for his rush of blood and
petulance, that aside what another fantastic performance by the squad. Epitomised by Sherri
throwing himself into a challenge that seriously hurt himself. All round every player did their
bit and what we asked of them when up against it. The players seem to do that even more at
home this season, not wanting to let our 12th man down on the sidelines. Kevin has come in
after a late call up and put us in the next round with his saves, backed up by some great
penalties by the boys!"
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It’s Fakenham up next, not an easy
game against a side who have
started to get their act together
after a poor start to the season,
with some big games elsewhere,
three points could be a major
landmark for us. See you all there!
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